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Evolution

4



5What does the ELL classroom look like today?





Role MODEL
creator 
consultant 
collaborator  
curator 
confident user of technology



A - Z  of 
EDTECH



Why would you want to integrate technology 
into your teaching?
Some  ideas & reasons







“
Storytelling



Infographics

“



“
Infographics



“
Videos











“Pedagogical

Real World
Vs





Question types

➤ Generative 

➤ Exploring the topic 

➤ Facilitative 

➤ Promote thinking and 
understanding 

➤ Constructing 

➤ Building new understanding 

➤ Procedural 

➤ Directing class work 

➤ Review 

➤ Recalling and reviewing





To create a single story, you 
show a concept as only one 

thing over and over again, and 
that is what it becomes…

Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie



The danger of a single story…



DEVELOPING 
RESPONSIBLE 

DIGITAL CITIZENS



“
Blended Learning

Learner Autonomy

BYOD

The Flipped Classroom



AutonomyLearner 

understanding what you 

are learning. 

reflecting on learning 

experience. 

identifying and accessing 

appropriate support. 

developing research skills. 

make the right choices.



“Don’t ask kids what they want to be when 
they grow up, but what problems they want 
to solve. This changes the conversation from 
who do I want to work for, to what do I need 
to learn to be able to do that.” 

Jamie Casap, Google Education evangelist.



Blended Learning

➤Station Rotation 

➤Lab Rotation 

➤Flex Model

Blended Learning: Personalizing 
Education for Students 

by New Teacher Center, Silicon 
Schools Fund & Clayton 
Christensen Institute



The Flipped Classroom

 FROM SAGE 
ON THE STAGE  

TO GUIDE ON 
THE SIDE



BYOD

1. Can you find apps and sites 
suitable for all students’ devices? 

2. Can your network handle the 
number of devices that will be 
added to it? 

3. How are your students going to 
share files and or print files? 

4. Are you going BYOD to save 
money by not providing 
computers to students? 

5. How will you handle 
inappropriate use of mobile 
phones?



Managing the Digital Classroom

Motivational Reward Only when needed Ban Devices



Me, myself and my app…

1 2 3

Accessibility

Business 
Model

Authenticity

Context









EdTech Suggestions

➤ Abandon ineffective practices and technology. 

➤ Redefine, Re-evaluate & Reinvent. 

➤ Search for professional development opportunities. 

➤ Be patient. 

➤ Remember quality takes time. 

➤ Be involved in every stage of technology implementation. 

➤ Don’t be afraid.
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